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to the magnet M are X = 2Jf\/r», F= - Mulv*, Z = - 1^/r3.    The resolved part ^x of these along the axis of the magnet M.' is
The required potential energy is, by Art. 321,
w'-vv') .............. . (1).
If ty is the angle which the positive directions of the magnetic axes make with each other
cos A^ = XX' + fjbfjL •+• vv ;
(2).
If the magnetic axes EGA, B'C'A' make angles 6, &' with CC' and if the planes AGO' ', A'GG' make an angle <p with each other we may put, as in Art. 319,
X = cos 0,      fji = sin 0 sin 0,    v = sin 0 cos <£, X' = cos 0',    // = 0,                i/' = sin 6',
MM'
/cos<56} ...... (3).
The potential energy W being known, we deduce without difficulty the couples which represent the action of the magnet M on M'. Referring to the figure of Art. 318 we see that T" = — dW/dffi is the moment of the couple in the plane in which 6' is measured (Art. 41). The couple in the perpendicular plane (that is the plane yC'A') is A'=-dF/sin0'd<£.
Ex. 1.    If the law of force be the inverse /cth power of the distance, prove
(1)  that the potential of a small magnet at any point P is V=^McoaOJTK and
(2)  that the potential energy of two small magnets is
W=~f {cos tf - (K+ 1) cos B cos 0'},
I'K+I
where the notation is the same as in Art. 322.
To prove the first part we proceed as in Art. 316. To obtain the second result we follow the method of Art. 322, using the rule in Art. 321.
Ex. 2. A small magnet free to move about its centre is acted on by another fixed magnet and the law of force between the poles is the inverse /cth power of the distance. The magnets are placed with the axis of one along and that of the other perpendicular to the straight line joining the centres. Prove that the couple tending to produce rotation in the free magnet when the fixed magnet is " end on " is K times that when "broadside on."
By making experiments on the magnitudes of these couples Gauss determined the value of K and thus proved that the law of force is the inverse square. The experiments are shortly described in J. J. Thomson's Electricity and Magnetism.

